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Abstract 
We present a condition on the languages to be recognizable in real time on a one-way cellular 
array. As an application we show that the language L = Ll.Ll with Ll = {w: w = l”0” or 
w = 1”Oy 10” with y E 10, I}* and u > 0}, is not a real time OCA language although Ll is a real 
time OCA one and a context free one. The consequence is that the class of real time OCA 
language is not closed under concatenation and does not contain all context free languages. 
Introduction 
The one-way cellular array (OCA) is one of the simplest massively parallel model. Its 
computing power and its closure properties, especially the lower classes of complexity: 
the real time and linear time OCA languages, have been studied extensively. 
Various languages have been shown to be recognizable in real time by OCAs: for 
example the set of palindromes, the context sensitive language { a”b”a”: n > l} [6], the 
language {a”b”+“a”: n 2 I} [4], every linear context free languages [S]. It is also 
known that the class of real time OCA languages is closed under the boolean 
operations, under reversal and under concatenation with Z* (i.e. if L c Z* is a real 
time language, then so is C*. L) [2]. Currently the examples known not to be real time 
OCA languages come from the fact that every real time OCA language on one-letter 
alphabet is regular [2]. So {a”: n is prime} [7], { a2”: n E IV} [2] are linear but not real 
time recognizable on OCAs and real time OCAs are less powerful than linear time 
OCAs. 
Recall that linear time OCAs are equivalent to real time Cellular Automata (CA) 
[2], and we do not know if they are closed under reversal or under concatenation. 
Nevertheless, Ibarra and Jiang 193 have shown that the class of linear time OCA 
languages is closed by reversal if linear time OCAs are as powerful than linear time 
CAs and the closure under reversal would imply the closure under concatenation. 
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However, the concatenation of a linear time OCA language with a real time OCA 
language is a linear time OCA language [S]. 
In addition we know that linear time OCA’s are more powerful than real time 
iterative arrays (IA) and real time OCAs and real time IAs are incomparable [2]. 
Indeed on the one hand for languages on one-letter alphabet real time iterative arrays 
are equivalent to linear time OCAs. On the other hand, Cole [3] showing that the 
language L = C*. {w: w E C* and w is a palindrome} is not recognizable in real time 
by an iterative array, had proved that the class of real time iterative array languages is 
neither closed by reversal nor by concatenation and does not contain all context free 
languages. 
Here answering a problem raised by Dyer [6] we will show that the class of real 
time OCA languages is not closed under concatenation and does not contain all 
context free languages. A feature of the real time OCA is that the evolution of a real 
time OCA on some word X contains the evolutions of all the subwords of X. This fact 
will allow us to exhibit a condition on the languages to be recognizable by OCAs in 
real time. Then we will consider the language L = Ll.Ll with Ll = {w: w = 1”O” or 
w = l”Oyl0” with y E (0, l}* and u > l}, L is not a real time OCA language although 
Ll is a real time OCA one and a context free one. 
Definition. As language recognizer an OCA is defined by a triple (S, Saccept, 6)where 
S is a finite set of states, S,,,,,, c S a subset of accepting states and 6 a transition 
function from S2 to S. It operates in this following manner. There is a one-dimensional 
array of identical finite automata (cells) numbered 1,2, . . . from left to right and 
working synchronously. The communication between cells is one-way. The state 
(c, t) of a cell c at time t depends on the states (c, t - 1 ), (c + 1, t - 1) of the cells c, 
c + 1 at time t - 1: (c,t) = 6((c,t - l), (c + 1,t - 1). The input mode is parallel: 
at time 0, the ith bit of the input string w is fed to the ith cell. 
The cell 1 is distinguished. We say that an OCA recognizes a language L in time T if 
it accepts the words w of length n in T(n) steps, i.e., if the cell 1 enters an accepting state 
at time T(n). The real time corresponds to T(n) = n - 1, it is the minimal time for the 
cell 1 to read the whole input. 
A useful way to represent he evolution of an OCA is a time-space diagram: the tth 
row corresponds to the configuration of the OCA at time t where the site (c, t) 
represents the cell c at time t. 
Notation (see Fig. 1). Let L be a language on the alphabet (0, 11. With 
x = x1 . . . x, E (0, l}* we associate for all i, j such that 1 < i < j < n the boolean 
Ax(i, j) which is equal to true if and only if the subword Xi . . . Xj E L. T,(u) denotes the 
word Ax(1, 1 + u)Ax(2,2 + u) . . . A,(n - u, n) of length n - u. For any integer k < n, 
T(k,X) denotes the word Tx(n - l)r,(n - 2) . . . Tx(n - k) of length k(k + 1)/2. 
Let 6 Saccept, 6) be an OCA. We define the function f from S* into S* by 
f(s 1 . . . sn) = 6(sl s2)6(s2s3) . . . c~(s,_~ s,). By convention f ‘(sl . . . s,) will be s1 . . . s,. 
Note that f” (sl .,. s,) is of the form f”(sl . ..s.+~)~“(s~ ._.~,+~).._fY(s,-....s,) 
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Fig. 1. (a) Triangle associated to a language. (b) Triangle associated to an OCA. 
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and of length n - u. With s1 . . . sk E S*, we associate the word C(sl . . . Sk) = 
f”-‘(sl . . . sk)fk-*(sl . ..Sk)...f’(sl . . . Sk) of length k(k -t- 1)/2, it repreSentS the WOh- 
tion of the OCA on the configuration s1 . . . Sk. We define the projection II from S * into 
{true, false}* by n(s, . . . s,) = ul . . . u, with Ui = true if and ony if si E Saccep,. 
Note that for each k, T(k,X) and C(sl . . . Sk) have the same length k(k + 1)/2. But 
on {True, False} the number of distinct triangles T(k,X) could be 2k(k+1)/2 and in 
other side on an OCA of q states, as its evolution is deterministic, the number of 
distinct triangles C(sl . . . Sk) is at most qk. Thus for the languages whose number of 
distinct triangles T(k, X) is large, there would be no OCA which discriminates all the 
cases. The following theorem makes more explicit this remark. 
Theorem. If for all integer q there exists an integer k such that 
Card({ T(k, X), X E (0, l}*}) > qk, then the language L is not recognizable in real time 
by an OCA. 
Proof (See Fig. 1). Suppose the converse: it exists an OCA which recognizes the 
language L in real time with S, Saccep,, q be respectively the set of states, the set of 
accepting states and the number of states of this OCA and there exists an integer 
k such that Card({ T(k,X), X E (0, l}*}) > qk. 
We have Card({U(C(w)), w E Sk}) < Card({C(w), w E Sk}) < Card(Sk) = qk as the 
evolution of the OCA is deterministic. Thus by hypothesis there exists X E (0, l}* 
such that T(k,X)$ (ZI(C( w )), w E Sk}. Consider the evolution of the OCA on the 
input X, in particular the k last steps described by C(fnmk(X)). We have 
T(k, X) # l7(C(_f-“(X))) (the triangles are distinct). So there exists u with 1 G u < k 
such that Tx(n - u) # 17(fk-“(f”-k(X))), i.e. Tx(n - u) # l7(f”-“(X)) (the uth lines 
of the triangles are distinct). More precisely there exists i with 1 < i < u such that 
Ax(i,n + i - U) # l7(f”-“(xi . . . x,+lpU )) (the ith elements of the uth lines of the 
triangles are distinct). This leads to a contradiction: on the input word Xi . . . x, + 1 _-u the 
OCA enters an accepting state if and only if Xi . . . x,+ 1 -,, $ L. 0 
Let Ll be (w: w = 1”O” or w = 1”OylO” with y E {O,l}* and u > l}. Let us show 
now that the language L = Ll. Ll is not recognizable in real time by an OCA. For 
that, the following fact is needed. 
Fact. Let the set Pk be (lk Concat, G i sj $ k(O a(Li) lb6 j))Ok: a(i,j) = k + 1 _ i and 
b(i,j)E{k+ l,j}}.(Concatlgi4j~k(0 ‘(LA 1 b(i,j)) represents the concatenation ofthe 
k(k + 1)/2 words O”(‘* j) 1 b(i*j) in any order). Let X = x1 . . . x, be a word of Pk. For all i, j 
such that 1 < i < j < k, Ax(i,n + j - k) is true ifb(i,j) = j,false ifb(i,j) = k + 1. 
Proof. According to the notation Ax(i,n + j - k) is true if and only if the 
subword Xi eeex”+j-k E L. Let us show that xi e-e x,+j-k - _ lk+l-i 
Concat G i G j B k(0 a(i,j)lb(i*j))OjE L if and only if b(i,j) =j. If b(i,j)=j, then 
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Xi ~00 x,+~_~ can be written yz with y = lk+‘-‘0 . . . 1 Oa(i9j) a word of Ll by definition 
of a(i,j) = k + 1 - i, and z = lb(i*j)O... 1 0 j a word of Ll by hypothesis on b(i,j). 
Conversely, if xi . . . x,+j-k E L, then Xi **a X n+j-k is of shape 
lk~1~iO...1Ok~1~i1~O...1O~.SobydefinitionofthesetPk,itexistsandtsuchthat 
a(s, t) = k + 1 - i and b(s, t) = j. Clearly the only choice is s = i and t = j. Then 
b(i,j) = j. El 
Proposition. L = Ll.Ll is not recognizable in real time by an OCA. 
Proof. It follows from the fact that for all integers k, for all X, YE Pk T(k, X) = 
T(k, Y) imply that X = Y. Thus for all k Card({ T(k, X), X E pk}) = Card(Pk) = 2k’k+1J’2. 
Hence according to the Theorem 1 L is not recognizable in real time by an OCA. 0 
Corollary. The class of real time OCA language is not closed under concatenation. The 
class of real time OCA language does not contain all context free languages. 
Proof. Note that Ll is a linear context free language (with the productions S + lS0, 
10,lOTlQ T + TO, Tl, E). Recall that every linear context free languages are real OCA 
languages [S], in particular Ll. In addition L = Ll. Ll is a context free language as 
concatenation of context free languages. 0 
Remark. Recall that the concatenation of a linear time OCA language with a real 
time OCA language is a linear time OCA language [8]. Thus L is a linear OCA 
language and then a real time CA language [2]. Actually we can directly construct an 
iterative array which recognizes L in real time. 
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